Water vapor has an important role in the global climate change development. Because it is essential to human life, many researchers proposed the estimation of atmospheric water vapor values such as for meteorological applications. Lacking of water vapor data in a certain area will a problem in the prediction of current climate change. Here, we reported a novel precipitable water vapor (PWV) estimation using an adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference system (ANFIS) model that has powerful accuracy and higher level. Observation of the surface temperature, barometric pressure and relative humidity from 4 to 10 April 2011 has been used as training and the PWV derived from GPS as a testing of these models. The results showed that the model has demonstrated its ability to learn well in events that are trained to recognize. It has been found a good skill in estimating the PWV value, where strongest correlation was observed for UMSK station (r = 0.95) and the modest correlation was for NTUS station (r = 0.73). In general, the resulting error is very small (less than 5%). Thus, this model approach can be proposed as an alternative method in estimating the value of PWV for the location where the GPS data is inaccessible.
Introduction
One of the most important factors in meteorology is determining the rate of water vapor in the atmosphere. Water vapor content and its variability have an important role in human activities and environments. It has been balancing the energy in the preservation atmosphere, the weather process and ultimately important for operational weather forecasting. Water vapor comes from the evaporation of sea water, ground water, rivers, swamps, glaciers, snow, and water in the atmosphere in the form of clouds. Therefore, accurate estimation of water vapor circulation is of primary importance for monitoring and prediction of precipitation rates to indicate climate change takes place at small scales as well as at regional scales. Many efforts have been invested to study the water vapor changes, especially from the science communities such as meteorology, hydrology and climatology [1] . Atmospheric water vapor content in terms of precipitable water vapor (PWV) was derived from GPS and the surface meteorically data with superior in temporal and spatial resolution [2] , [3] . This technique is still had good capability in comparison with the ground-based techniques that are traditionally made through balloon-borne radiosondes and water vapor radiometers (WVRs). Although the GPS networks currently distributed thousands around the world, there is a still lacking of GPS data, especially in the remote locations that could potentially give the extreme effects on the local weather conditions. One of the tools of soft computing is the adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference system (ANFIS). ANFIS is a class of adaptive networks that are functionally equivalent to fuzzy inference systems. ANFIS represents both the Sugeno and the Tsukamoto fuzzy models. It has emerged as a powerful tool in solving problems in engineering and non engineering. With uses a hybrid-learning algorithm, it has an ability to do adjustments of rules by using learning set of data and allow the rules to adapt. Thus, it is profoundly suitable for control, pattern recognition and forecasting task. Several researchers have been employed the ANFIS techniques due to its computational speed, robustness, and also its ability to handle complex problems of non-linear functions. Among them is estimation of evaporation using Artificial Neural Networks (AAN) and ANFIS techniques [4] , which found that the ANFIS models are better than ANN although the difference is small. Estimation of time series on earthquake events with mapping function [5] , and estimation of subsurface strata of Earth [6] reported that the interpretation using ANFIS technique will give the promising results with much fewer percentage error.
The main objective of this study is to investigate the potential use of ANFIS model to predict PWV that influenced by meteorological factors. The second is to evaluate the performance of ANFIS model in estimating the water vapor value by comparing the PWV data obtained from the Global Positioning System (GPS).
Methodology

Data Collection
Two types of data were used in proposed ANFIS. o E and height of 75.38 m). Sabah as a main base of this study has an equatorial climate and naturally more affected by two types of surges associated with East Asian Winter Monsoon that much of the rainfall received during this period. For this work, data gathered from 4 to 10 April 2011 is processed. The meteorological data were taken data of air temperature, barometric pressure, and relative humidity. The PWV data were collected using the ground-based GPS receiver, and the surface meteorological data were collected using the Paroscientific MET4A Broadband meteorological sensors. All the data collected were taken at one-minute interval.
Adaptive Neuro-fuzzy Inference System
Adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference system is a method that combines neural networks and fuzzy inference system. This method using Sugeno inference model or Takagi-SugenoKang (TSK) fuzzy structures interface, which adapt the rules that are used to fix the parameters so that resulting in a minimum error. ANFIS consists of five components, namely input and output database, fuzzy generator, fuzzy inference system and adaptive neuro. To study the estimation of PWV mode, combination between Sugeno model and TSK inference as a fuzzy inference system (FIS) and adaptive neuron were employed. The optimization method is done by using a hybrid learning algorithm. Suppose there are two inputs x 1 , x 2 to the node and one output is y, then there are two rules in the base Sugeno models [7] : 
where x or y is the input value to node i and A i or B i-2 is a linguistic label (fuzzy set) associated to the node. While O 1 , i is membership degree of fuzzy set. For example, suppose the membership function of fuzzy set A is given as follows: (4) where {a,b,c} are the parameter set, generally value of b is equal to 1. As the value of these parameters change, the bell curve shape will change as well. The parameter in this layer is usually called the name of the premise parameters.
Layer 2: Every node from this layer is fixed node with labeled π, which output of the result is the incoming signal to entire node. Every output node in this layer present the firing strength of each rule, generally used the AND operator (t-norm operator).
For convenience, outputs from this layer generally are called normalized firing strengths.
Layer 3: Every node in this layer is non-adaptive or fixed with denoted by N. Every node serves only to calculate the ratio between the firing strength of i th rule towards total firing strength of all rules. (6) where is normalized firing strengths output of layer 3 and is parameter set on first order Sugeno fuzzy inference system model. The parameters in this layer are referred to as consequent parameters.
Layer 5:
A single node in the fifth layer is a fixed node which is the sum of all incoming signals.
Thus, the fifth layer will build an adaptive network that is functionally equivalent to the first order Sugeno fuzzy inference Model.
Result and Discussion
In this study, ANFIS was set with the epoch number of 700, step size 0:01 with a membership function 'gaussmf'. The learning method (adaptive network) used the hybrid algorithm. The data used in this study is the surface meteorological data and the GPS PWV data as mentioned in section 2.1. The data are constructed into two parts, training data and checking data. The data used for training as much 2/3 data and 1/3 the data used for checking. Before the data input is processed by the ANFIS, the first work is to construct initial FIS. In forming the initial FIS, needed a plan. Among them is the establishment of membership functions and rule formation. The curve used in the formation of the membership function is 'gaussmf'. This is due to the Gaussian curve represent the changing of continuous data. PWV is a continuous, which means its value can change over time depending on the season changes, particularly temperature and air pressure conditions. A Gauss curve using two parameters: the central curve domain and the standard deviation that shows the width of the curve. The two values are determined by using Fuzzy C-Means clustering. The value of the central domain curve is taken from the average value of the data cluster and the standard deviation values were obtained from the standard deviation of a data cluster. 
PWV Result at UMSK
Figures 2a and 2b show the PWV result between ANFIS technique and observed by GPS at UMSK station. In general, the pattern of PWV predicted by ANFIS follows the pattern of PWV observations. Comparing to both figures, data are found blank in Figure 2b due to lack of GPS data at that time and only the surface meteorological data are available and therefore, the time series is contrast to Figure 2a . This is the advantage of the ANFIS model, which use the surface meteorological data as input. ANFIS model was successfully estimating the PWV value and clearly follow the pattern of PWV observation. Figure 3 shows the scatterplot standard deviation (STD) of PWV between ANFIS and GPS at the UMSK station. The STD calculation was done with one-hour interval of data. The STD pattern between ANFIS and GPS showed a binomial trend where the maximum curve reached to 2.4 mm. 
Fig. 2. PWV results between prediction using ( a ) ANFIS technique and ( b ) observation using GPS at UMSK station, Malaysia
PWV Result at NTUS
A similar PWV result between ANFIS and GPS was also found for NTUS station as depicted in Figures 4a and 4b . From Figure 4a , the final shape of PWV ANFIS is clearly similar to the shape of PWV GPS. Looking at the Figure 4b , some data blank for GPS PWV was recorded at NTUS station. This is same case happened like UMSK station, where there is no GPS data provided at this time. From this lacking, ANFIS model successfully solved the problem as demonstrated in Figure 4a . Figure 5 shows the scatterplot of standard deviation (STD) of PWV between ANFIS and GPS. The STD trend at NTUS was found a similar pattern with the UMSK station with a maximum curve reached to 1.82 mm.
Fig. 4.
PWV results between prediction using (a) ANFIS technique and (b) observation using GPS at NTUS station, Singapore The correlations between the predicted results and observational data show that the ANFIS technique can be used to predict the PWV value, using meteorological data as the input parameter. The relationship with the highest correlation value is o b s e r v e d at UMSK station (r = 0.95), while the modest value is observed at NTUS station (r = 0.73). From calculation of RMSE value, the resulting error is very small which less than 5%. The PWV difference between the prediction error and the observation are obtained -0.06 mm for UMSK station and -1.31 mm for NTUS station. The negative value indicates that the PWV value from ANFIS is lower than those of PWV obtained from GPS. On the other hands, this method is more convenient, cost-effective and practical when compared to the GPS observations. The promising method only needs the meteorological data (pressure, temperature and relative humidity) as input parameters and very helpful for meteorological station with absent of GPS data.
Conclusion
In this study, a new method for estimating the PWV value was developed by using one of the tools soft computing, ANFIS techniques. The correlation coefficient between the predicted results and the observational data was found strongest relationship. Looking at UMSK and NTUS stations as an example of examination, the highest correlation coefficient was found at UMSK and the modest correlation coefficient was at NTUS with a resulting error was less than 5%. A model approaches adaptive neuro fuzzy system interfaces with the input meteorological data (temperature, pressure and relative humidity) can be used as an alternative method in the estimation of PWV value when absent of GPS data in a particular station. In the future, it is recommended to use more extensive data to improve the estimation of PWV value. It is either by adding a new parameter or increases the amount of interval data used to further clarify the accuracy of PWV model developed.
